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Three years after Kansas City settled claims that it had failed to pay certain

overtime wages, Fire Department medical sta� are back in court saying the city is

circumventing the court’s ruling.

A lawsuit �led Thursday in Jackson County Circuit Court on behalf of certain

emergency medical technicians and paramedics says the city has lowered some

pay scales — so that the plainti�s continue to work overtime hours but haven’t

seen higher wages.

“They (the city) had a clear mandate to pay overtime,” plainti�s’ attorney Mike

Hodgson said, referring to the 2014 federal court ruling. “We believe this is an

attempt to avoid paying (higher wages for) overtime by manipulating employees’

rate of pay.”

A lawsuit on behalf of certain emergency medical technicians and paramedics says Kansas City has
systematically reduced some salaries to circumvent a 2014 court ruling against the city on overtime pay.
FILE PHOTO BY CHRIS OCHSNER cochsner@kcstar.com
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A spokesman for Kansas City said it has treated the employees fairly in accord

with the court and the Fair Labor Standards Act.

“The City believes it took proper steps to comply with the FLSA following the

Court’s 2014 order, while maintaining an e�cient, responsive medical unit,” the

city’s statement said. “The City will review the new lawsuit and respond

appropriately.”

The city agreed to two settlements, in 2014 and 2015, that Hodgson said totaled

$3.475 million, a�ecting 160 employees.

The situation arose after the Fire Department merged with the Metropolitan

Ambulance Service Trust in 2010. The original lawsuit claimed that certain

medical personnel were incorrectly being treated as exempt �re personnel who

work “static” shifts that earn overtime only after more than 49 hours a week are

worked.

Since the settlement, the plainti�s contend, the a�ected medical sta� are now

getting paid overtime, but their pay scales were reduced so their wages did not

increase.

The lawsuit comes as the Fire Department is under criticism for how it manages its

sta�ng and high overtime costs. This year, the department has budgeted $9.5

million to cover overtime.
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